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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
External Chinese government and commercial messaging on information technology
(IT) speaks in one voice. Domestically, one hears a different, second voice. The former
stresses free markets, openness, collaboration, and interdependence, themes that
suggest Huawei and other Chinese companies ought to be treated like other global
private sector actors and welcomed into foreign networks. Meanwhile, domestic Chinese
government, commercial, and academic discourse emphasizes the limits of free markets
and the dangers of reliance on foreign technologies — and, accordingly, the need for
industrial policy and government control to protect technologies, companies, and
networks. Domestic Chinese discourse also indicates that commercial communication
networks, including telecommunications systems, might be used to project power and
influence offensively; that international technical standards offer a means with which to
cement such power and influence; and — above all — that IT architectures are a domain
of zero-sum competition.
That external Chinese government and corporate messaging might be disingenuous is
by no means a novel conclusion. However, the core differences between that messaging
and Chinese internal discussion on IT remain largely undocumented — despite
China’s increasing development of and influence over international IT infrastructures,
technologies, and norms. This report seeks to fill that gap, documenting the tension
between external and internal Chinese discussions on telecommunications, as well as
IT more broadly. The report also parses internal discourse for insight into Beijing’s intent,
ambitions, and strategy. This report should raise questions about China’s government
and commercial messaging, as well as what that messaging may obscure.
This report is motivated by China’s growing influence in telecommunications and the
growing controversy accompanying that influence. However, China’s telecommunications
resources, ambitions, and strategic framing are intertwined with those around IT
more broadly. For that reason, this report reviews Chinese government, commercial,
and academic discussion of both IT generally and telecommunications specifically.
This report also contextualizes its analysis in terms of Beijing’s program to become a
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“cyber great power,” also translated as “network great power,” the blueprint for China’
ambitions to leapfrog legacy industrial leaders and define the architecture of the digital
revolution.
A new technological landscape is taking shape. China works to define that landscape.
More than ever, it is imperative that China’s ambitions be documented.

INTRODUCTION
In 2020, the Chinese telecommunications firm Huawei contacted a prominent Western
periodical with a request: Would they publish a series of 10 articles in support of Huawei
as the company grappled with Western pressure?1 Huawei proposed a range of themes
for those articles, including the company’s purported respect for intellectual property;
the benefits its government subsidies provided for the world; its role as a responsible
actor with faith in market competition; and its status as an employee-owned company,
independent from Chinese government
influence. Huawei offered up its scientists
and staff for interviews. It also suggested
consultations with select non-Huawei
External Chinese government and
voices. Huawei requested final review of the
commercial messaging on information
materials before publication.

“

technology (IT) speaks in one voice.
Its domestic counterpart reveals a
radically different second voice.

Efforts to shape public reporting are not
uncommon among large companies, in China
as elsewhere. Yet Huawei’s is particular. It
stands out for its confluence with a larger
Chinese government bid to influence global discourse on telecommunications and
information networks. And this messaging — on the part of company and government
— contrasts starkly with domestic Chinese government, academic, and commercial
discourse.
External Chinese government and commercial messaging on information technology
(IT) speaks in one voice. Its domestic counterpart reveals a radically different second
voice. Like Huawei’s proposed articles, the former stresses free markets, openness,
collaboration, and interdependence; themes that suggest Huawei and other Chinese
companies ought to be treated like other global private sector actors and included in
foreign networks. Meanwhile, domestic Chinese discourse emphasizes the limits of
free markets, and, accordingly, the need for industrial policy and government control
to protect technologies, companies, and networks; the danger of reliance on foreign
technology; the competitive value of setting international standards; and, underlying it
all, the inevitability of zero-sum competition in IT.
That external Chinese government and corporate messaging might be disingenuous is
by no means a novel conclusion. However, the core differences between that messaging
and internal discussion on IT remain largely undocumented — despite China’s increasing
development of and influence over international IT infrastructures, technologies, and
norms. This report seeks to fill that gap, documenting the tension between external and
internal Chinese discussions on telecommunications, as well as IT more broadly. The
report also parses internal discourse for insight into Beijing’s intent, ambitions, and
strategy. This report should raise questions about China’s government and commercial
messaging, as well as what that messaging may obscure.
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This report is motivated in particular by China’s growing influence in telecommunications
and by the growing controversy accompanying that influence. However, China’s
telecommunications resources, ambitions, and strategic framing are intertwined with
those around IT more broadly. For that reason, this report reviews Chinese government,
commercial, and academic discussion of both IT generally and telecommunications
specifically. This report also contextualizes its analysis in terms of Beijing’s program
to become a “cyber great power,”2 the blueprint for China’s ambitions to leapfrog
legacy industrial leaders and define the architecture of the digital revolution. The report
advances several primary findings:
1. While China repeatedly discusses its “cyber great power” ambitions internally,
those are rarely acknowledged in outward-facing messaging. The phrase “cyber
great power” is a key concept guiding Chinese strategy in telecommunications as
well as IT more broadly. It appears in the title of almost every major speech by
President Xi Jinping on China’s telecommunications and network strategy aimed
at a domestic audience since 2014. But the phrase is rarely found in messaging
aimed at external foreign audiences, appearing only once in six years of remarks
by Foreign Ministry spokespersons. This suggests that Beijing intentionally dilutes
discussions of its ambitions in order not to alarm foreign audiences.
2. Even as the Chinese government encourages foreign audiences to purchase
Huawei products, its leaders warn domestic audiences of the dangers that
stem from reliance on foreign technology. Years before the trade war and the
Trump administration’s restrictions on Huawei, Xi argued that “the control of core
technology by others is our biggest hidden danger” and that allowing foreigners to
control core technology “is like building a house on someone else’s foundation.”3
He declared that “China must have its own technology, and it must have strong
technology.”4
3. The Chinese government encourages foreign audiences skeptical of Huawei to
adhere to market principles. At the same time, the government cautions domestic
audiences that IT network development requires industrial policy and cannot
be entrusted to market forces. Xi has declared, explicitly, that “market exchange
cannot bring us core technologies, and money cannot buy core technologies.”5
4. Beijing calls foreign security concerns over Huawei “lame excuse[s]” and pure
“politics.”6 At the same time, China expresses similar concerns domestically
over the incorporation of foreign technology into its networks. Security is
paramount for Xi, who has repeatedly declared that “without cyber security, there
will be no national security.”7 Accordingly, he argues for adoption only of foreign
technology that is “controllable” — while leaders at the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology (MIIT) stress that foreign technology networks tend not
to be “controllable.”8 China must therefore build its own networks that are both
“independent and controllable.”9
5. Commercial and academic Chinese sources suggest that the international
community’s security concerns over Chinese telecommunications might not be
misplaced, and that Beijing might see telecommunications and other commercial
networks as means to project offensive power globally. Xi presents IT as a key part
of China’s military-civil fusion strategy: In 2018, he said that “military-civil fusion
in cybersecurity and informatization is the key field and frontier field for militarycivil fusion.”10 Downstream, Qin An, director of the China Institute of Cyberspace
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Strategy, argued in 2016 that “due to the highly monopolistic nature of information
technology systems, it is unlikely that there will be two different systems for military
and civilian use … it is particularly necessary [for China] to integrate military and
civilian resources through a military-civil fusion system.”11
6. When discussing standard-setting with foreign audiences, the Chinese
government stresses win-win collaboration. Yet domestic discussion emphasizes
the competitive value of standards for establishing technological dominance and,
correspondingly, the need to build “discourse power” in global IT development. Xi
argues that in cyber security and telecommunications, the “game of great powers
is not only a game of technology but also a game of ideas and discourse power,”
a reference to internet governance and standards.12 Other sources build on Xi’s
language, noting that China works to set standards in 5G — and IT more broadly
— in order to overtake the West, that doing so provides economic and military
advantages. In short, those “who set the standards gain the world.”13
This report begins with an overview of the strategic framing into which Beijing’s
telecommunications ambitions fit — the “cyber great power” concept, first presented by
Xi in 2014, that entails sweeping ambitions to capture the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Informed by that framing, the next sections explore specific elements of Beijing’s discourse
on telecommunications and IT as well as the contrast between external and internal
messaging therein. The first of them focuses on a relatively defensive element: The
danger of dependence on foreign “core technologies,” and the need for industrial policy,
rather than reliance on market forces, to redress that danger. The next section turns to
Chinese discussion of network and cyber security: On the one hand, Beijing’s dismissal of
foreign security concerns over Chinese systems and technologies; on the other Beijing’s
preoccupation with cyber and network security and the role that domestic inputs play in
it; more pointed yet, suggestions that Beijing does in fact see international, commercial
information networks as means through which to project offensive power. The final section
explores China’s standard-setting ambitions and corresponding bid for structural power.

A note on methodology
In assessing externally-facing discourse, the report relies primarily on official diplomatic
statements and remarks by China’s Foreign Ministry spokespersons. These are intended
to reach foreign audiences.
For internally-facing discourse, the report turns to a wider range of sources including
speeches and articles by Xi and other senior figures in the Chinese government directed
at domestic audiences, as well as to dozens of authoritative journals affiliated with
elements of the party-state ranging from the MIIT to the People’s Liberation Army (PLA).
Sources that cannot be attributed to Xi himself must be considered less authoritative,
and therefore to offer less explanatory value, than those with his imprimatur. Even within
China’s centralized government system, high-level officials are likely to reflect a diversity
of views; even within China’s relatively controlled high-level academic community (e.g.,
the Chinese Academy of Sciences), experts likely differ in elements of their analysis from
government leadership. Despite these limitations, this report’s authors consider such
unofficial or less official sources critical for understanding Chinese competitive framings
and ambitions. Xi himself is unlikely to speak in great detail about a specific technology
or technological application. Officials at MIIT or the Ministry of Science and Technology
might. High-level government officials, whose statements are subject to regular scrutiny,
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are also unlikely to discuss sensitive topics (e.g., military applications of 5G), that more
insulated academic and commercial sources do. And government statements tend
to reflect policy as it has already formed; academic and commercial discussions can
provide insight into the evolution of, and emerging trends in, relevant thought.
This report seeks to square the circle by vetting the authoritativeness of all sources
used, providing context along the way. Authoritativeness of sources was assessed
based on author, publisher, and the degree to which arguments echoed others
strains of Chinese strategic discourse. This methodology does not assume that any
single source has perfect explanatory value. Rather, the goal is to present a relatively
comprehensive, candid collection of sources that together reflect China’s strategic-level
internal discourse on telecommunications and IT.

AMBITION: CHINA AS A “CYBER GREAT POWER”
“Building China into a ‘cyber great power’ is a long-term, complex, and systematic
strategic project involving all aspects of the economy and society.”
—Chen Zhaoxiong, deputy minister of the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology, 201714
Xi introduced the concept of a “cyber great power” (网络强国), also translated as
“network great power,”15 in February 2014, at the launch of the Chinese Communist
Party’s highest-level body on internet issues: the Central Leading Small Group for
Cybersecurity and Informatization.16 Then, Xi framed becoming a “cyber great power”
as the cornerstone of China’s internet policy, a critical step toward achieving the party’s
centenary goals — key milestones the party hopes to reach by the centennials of its
founding (2021) and its victory in the Chinese Civil War (2049).17 The cyber great power
concept has since become widespread in Chinese official discourse. It has emerged as a
key framing for Chinese strategy in telecommunications and IT more broadly; the phrase
“cyber great power” appears in the title of almost every major Xi speech on China’s
telecommunications and network strategy directed at domestic audiences since 2014.
However, the phrase rarely figures in messaging aimed at external foreign audiences.
It appears only once in six years in remarks by Foreign Ministry spokespersons.18 The
sparse references to “cyber great power” in external messaging suggest that Beijing is
intentionally minimizing the extent of its ambitions when communicating with foreign
audiences. Such caution would not be unwarranted: Based on Xi’s speeches and related
officials’ statements, this section finds that the cyber great power concept suggests
precisely the sort of sweeping, competitive ambitions likely to raise foreign alarms.19
Xi is explicit that his is a global program: A cyber great power wields global influence.
At the World Internet Conference in 2015, he declared that “China will vigorously
implement a strategy to make China a cyber great power” including through construction
of a “community of common destiny in cyberspace,” global internet infrastructure, and
appropriate internet governance norms.20 Similarly, a 2017 article in the top party journal,
Qiushi, by officials at the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC)21 describes deepening
China’s influence over global internet governance as a key goal in developing cyber great
power status.22
This global cyber great power vision rests on a competitive orientation. Xi frames the
information revolution as an opportunity to make up for China’s relative disadvantage
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in previous industrial revolutions. He suggests the cyber great power concept as the
roadmap for doing so. In a wide-ranging 2016 speech, Xi explained the imperative of
becoming a cyber great power in the context of China’s humiliation in the Opium Wars
and the country’s failure to industrialize in the 20th century.23 He noted that China had
missed the Industrial Revolution, but would seize the information revolution. In this
competition over cyberspace, according to Xi, “the winners will rejoice and the losers
will collapse.”24
Chinese officials have echoed that framing. For example, deputy minister of the MIIT
Chen Zhaoxiong argued in a 2019 piece published in the Journal of Military-Civil Fusion
in Cyberspace that the present is a moment of historic importance poised to shape
the balance of power in global politics and economics — and, accordingly, a moment in
which China has the opportunity to capture new power. “The current and future period
is one of major strategic opportunity for China to move from a major manufacturing
country and a major cyber country to a manufacturing great power and a cyber great
power,”25 he wrote. He offers larger strategic context: “Throughout the history of world
civilization, every technological revolution and industrial change has brought incalculable
effects and influences on human society, triggering a profound adjustment of the world
economic and political structure.” In those times of change, whoever can “grasp the
historical trend” and “make the first move” can achieve “leapfrog development,” seizing
competitive advantages.26
In a 2017 piece in People’s Daily, Chen also emphasized that the cyberspace contest is
one of great power competition; that the cyber great power project hinges on Chinese
victory in that competition. He explained that “cyberspace has become a new arena
for major countries” and many “major countries in the world regard the internet as
the strategic direction of future competition.” As a result, they are “promoting and
applying new generations of network information technology” and “competing for
leadership in cyberspace.”27 China would not be an exception: In light of “increasingly
fierce international competition, [China] must seize the new opportunities in this new
era with a sense of urgency” and “accelerate the construction of new advantages in
international competition” as well as cooperation in the digital age. China would have
to “seize the commanding heights of technological competition related to the long term
and to the overall situation.”28
This logic — that the information revolution offers a competitive opportunity for China to
leapfrog and, in doing so, ascend to the top of the global order — is borne out specifically
in discussions of telecommunications. “5G has increasingly become a strategic
commanding height to win the country’s long-term competitive advantage,” wrote
Duan Weilun,29 deputy director of the Office of the Leading Group for Comprehensively
Deepening Reform at Datang Telecom Group, in a 2020 article.30
A 2020 article in Party & Government Forum, a journal run by the Party School of the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP), is more direct: “Before the internet era, European and
American countries had played a leading role in forming the new world economic order,
political order, and legal order” but “in the era of the internet, especially in the new
era of informatization pioneered by 5G, it is entirely possible for China to go ahead
and make greater contributions.” Nor does that piece leave doubt as to what China’s
contributions will entail: “In the internet era, whoever has the discourse power [话语权]
and rule-making power [规则制定权] has the power to lead the future order [主导权].”
From this perspective, 5G offers a “historic opportunity” for leadership in more than just
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technology and a chance to “enhance China’s international competitiveness” — despite
having missed out on past, similar revolutionary shifts.31

INDIGENIZATION: DEPENDENCE AS CHINA’S “HIDDEN DANGER”
“The control of core technology by others is our biggest hidden danger.”
—Xi Jinping, 201632
If the ambition to become a cyber great power is muted in external messaging about
China’s digital plans, its constituent parts tend to be outright misrepresented. Beijing’s
emphasis on domestic core technologies, and the inadequacy of market mechanisms
to protect them, offers an obvious and salient case.
In outward-facing messaging, Chinese government and commercial sources often
argue that free markets, rather than politics, should determine the telecommunications
landscape. For example, Foreign Ministry spokespersons frequently highlight to foreign
audiences the importance of market principles in technology decisions. Several
spokespersons have advocated that a “fair, just, open, and non-discriminatory business
environment” is incompatible with restrictions on or concerns over Huawei.33 Foreign
Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying noted in July 2020 that such restrictions “blatantly
violated market economy principles and free trade rules” and the United Kingdom’s decision
to pursue them showed that the British “are against the international community.”34 In
another press conference, she argued that “what the U.S. has done shows clearly that the
market economy and fair competition principle it claims to champion is nothing but a fig
leaf” and that U.S. behavior “violates rules of international trade.”35
However, Xi’s domestic-facing statements, as well as those of other figures in the
Chinese government and commercial landscape, strike a different tone. They emphasize
the importance, if not the primacy, of reducing dependence on foreign sources of core
technology (核心技术) and the corresponding limits of free markets. Accordingly, they
underscore the need to implement industrial policy. Such industrial policy is to focus on
manufacturing and supply chains as well as on research and development. It is also to
entail close collaboration between the government and private sector, in its domestic
and international operations.
Xi has repeatedly stressed domestic strength and relative independence in core
technology as key factors in cyber great power construction. He emphasizes as
much while China exports technology that creates international reliance on it. In his
very first major address outlining the concept of becoming a “cyber great power” in
2014, Xi underlined the need to reduce reliance on foreign technology as well as “to
strengthen indigenous innovation (自主创新) of core technologies and infrastructure
construction.”36 He argued that “to build China into a cyber great power, China must
have its own technology, and it must have strong technology.”37 Importantly, that speech
— and, with it, China’s discussion of unraveling mutual technological dependence —
preceded the election of Donald Trump, the trade war, and U.S. rhetoric that would
come to be summarized by a focus on “decoupling.”
Xi elaborated on his core technology focus in a major 2016 internet policy speech, also
before the U.S. election. In that speech, Xi offered a broad definition of “core technology”:
“In my opinion, it can be grasped from three aspects. One is basic technology and general
technology; the second is asymmetric technology, or ‘assassin’s mace’ technology; the
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third is cutting-edge technology and disruptive technology.”38 In a notable addendum, Xi
stated that the key is that “in these fields, we are on the same starting line as foreign
countries. If we can deploy ahead of time and focus on research, it is very possible to
realize the transformation from running behind others to running ahead of others and
leading.”39 In other words, core technology elements are identified not only for their
foundational nature, but also for China’s present competitive status in them, and the
potential it grants China ultimately to lead.
Despite that favorable overall prognosis, Xi pointed elsewhere in the speech to China’s
lingering technological deficiencies. “When compared with the world’s advanced level
and when compared with our strategic goal of building ourselves into a cyber great
power, we still have a gap in many aspects,” he said, adding: “The biggest gap lies in
core technology.”40 He stressed the accompanying dangers. “The core technology of
the internet is our biggest ‘major artery,’” Xi declared, employing a phrase (命门) which
refers to the vital area of the body responsible for respiration, digestion, reproduction.41
“The control of core technology by others is our biggest hidden danger.”42
It would therefore be essential for China to strengthen its core technology. “If we want
to grasp the initiative in China’s internet development and ensure internet security and
national security, we must break through the core technology problem and strive to achieve
‘overtaking on the curve’43 in certain fields.”44 Xi justified this claim in language that applies
as much to foreign dependence on China as it does to China’s dependence on others:
No matter how large an internet company is, no matter how high its market value
is, if it is heavily dependent on foreign countries for its core components, and if the
“major artery” of the supply chain is in the hands of others, it is like building a house
on someone else’s foundation. No matter how big and beautiful it is, it may not stand
up to wind and rain, and it may be so vulnerable that it collapses at the first blow.45
To this end, Xi called for a robust industrial policy. China would have to “invest more
human, material, and financial resources in core technology research and development”
as well as to “gather our best forces and make strategic arrangements” for moving
ahead. China would have to “formulate an outline for the development strategy for core
technology and equipment in the information field” and “formulate a roadmap, timetable,
a list of tasks, as well as near-term, mid-term, and long-term goals.” And China would
have to “closely focus on climbing up to the strategic commanding heights.”46
Xi proposed that China do so according to a sort of middle ground between the absolutes
of outright protectionism47 and free market integration.48 “Core technology is the
country’s important weapon, and the most critical and core technology must be based
on indigenous innovation and self-reliance,” he declared. The free market would not
be sufficient. “Market exchange cannot bring us core technologies, and money cannot
buy core technologies. We must rely on own research and development.” Yet at the
same time, in a globalized environment such research and development could not be
expected to take place “behind closed doors.” Xi explained that “only when we fight
against masters can we know the gap” in ability.49 China “would not reject any new
technology.” Rather, it would strategically determine “which ones can be introduced
[from abroad], digested, absorbed, and then re-innovated” versus “which ones must be
indigenously innovated on their own.”50
Xi further clarified that China’s industrial policy would guide and support supply chains
and the manufacturing base, as well as research and development. He explained that
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without a solid manufacturing base for core technologies, capacity would be “a waste
of work;” that “in the global information field, the ability to integrate innovation chains,
production chains, and value chains has increasingly become the key to success or
failure;” and that doing so requires that “the final result of technology research and
development in core technology should not only be technical reports, scientific research
papers, and laboratory samples but should [also] be market products, technical strength,
and industrial strength.”51 In other words, scientific research would only yield sufficient
returns when supported by supply chains and manufacturing strength.
Both in its domestic and its international application, this industrial policy would require
close collaboration between Chinese government and corporate players. Xi explained
in his 2016 speech that while “the fate of [technology] enterprises is closely related
to the development of the country,” private companies also need the state. “Without
state support, without the support of [China’s] masses, without serving the country
and the people, it is difficult for enterprises to become stronger and bigger.”52 State
support would extend to companies’ foreign operations: As Xi argued in 2016, “we
must encourage and support China’s internet companies to go global … and actively
participate in the construction of the ‘Belt and Road’ so as to achieve the principle of
‘wherever our national interests are, [our] informatization [technology] will also cover
those areas.’”53 Xi has yet to address the question of whether these global ambitions
create for the rest of the world the dangerous dependencies on foreign — in this case
Chinese — technology that Beijing is so intent on redressing at home.
A 2019 article by Chen Zhaoxiong is particularly pointed on the deficiencies of market
forces when it comes to developing core technology, and therefore on the need for
industrial policy. “Money and the market,” writes Chen, neither “brought the core
technology of an operating system” nor allowed that technology to be “digested,
absorbed and re-innovated.” China therefore had no choice but to support “indigenous
innovation” to “build a safe and controllable information technology system.”54
Other Chinese sources apply this framing directly to 5G. For example, a 2017 article
in the MIIT-affiliated journal Communications World encourages the government
to “coordinate operators and related departments to efficiently deploy a national
experimental plan to prepare for 5G commercial use,” a plan that China ultimately
began implementing in 2020.55 Similarly, authors from Shanxi University argued in a
2020 International Economics and Trade journal article that building out a 5G industry
requires “top-level design” from the country’s national administrative departments and
that the government must “provide financial support too.” They attribute this to the
“long-term development and exploration, costing huge amounts of money” required of
high-tech industries like 5G. In other words, “the state conducts top-level design at the
strategic level and uses industry support funds rationally.”56

CYBER AND NETWORK SECURITY: “BOTH OFFENSIVE AND
DEFENSIVE”
“Without cyber security, there will be no national security.”

—Xi Jinping, 201457

Chinese external messaging on cyber and network security also downplays the
risks that foreign technologies, like Huawei’s, might present in information systems.
However, domestic Chinese government discourse prioritizes security — and presents
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“

“independent and controllable”58 IT systems as a means to achieve it. One beat
further, Chinese academic and commercial discussions of offensive applications of
information networks suggest that security
concerns over Chinese systems are well
justified. Beijing might see commercial
Beijing might see commercial teletelecommunications and other IT networks
as vehicles through which to project military
communications and other IT networks
power, as well as to shape the global system
as vehicles through which to project
and narrative in its interests.

military power, as well as to shape
the global system and narrative in its
interests.

Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua
Chunying has described cyber and network
security concerns as examples of countries
“politicizing commercial and technological issues at all costs.” She claimed in 2020 that
restrictions on Huawei “are not about national security, but political manipulation.”59
More explicit yet, Hua has also said that “‘promoting national security’ is such a lame
excuse cited by the U.S. side,” and that foreign concerns are driven by politicized, “nonexistent risks”60 based on having “overstretched the concept of national security.”61

Independent, controllable technologies for cyber and network security
If the United States has overstretched the concept of national security, Beijing’s
domestic-facing discourse suggests that it is guilty of the same. Such discourse stresses
the critical importance of security in information networks, calling for adoption of
independent, controllable technologies. In the same 2014 speech in which Xi introduced
the concept of a “cyber great power” and launched a small leading group tasked with
implementing that objective, he declared, “without cyber [or network] security,62 there
will be no national security.”63 He also introduced a phrase that has become a mainstay
of China’s discourse on telecommunications. “Cybersecurity and informatization are
two wings of one body, and two wheels of one engine,” he said. “They must be planned,
deployed, advanced, and implemented in a unified manner.”64 In other words, security
stands at the core of China’s digital ambitions. This integral role of security in “cyber
great power” construction is a near-constant in Xi’s major speeches on the subject.65
Discussion downstream from Xi’s remarks applies this emphasis on security specifically
to telecommunications. Researchers at the Investigation Technology Center of the
Political and Legal Committee of the Central Military Commission (军委政法委侦查技
术中心) stress security in 5G:
As today’s advanced communication technology, 5G’s wide application will bring
new changes to the production and life of the entire society. The security issues
of related technologies and applications are related to social public security and
military interests and should be included in the key considerations from the
perspective of overall national security.66
Domestic Chinese discourse points to “controllable” (可控) technologies and systems as
a means of achieving security. In 2016, Xi explained that China should consider whether
technologies are “secure and controllable” before introducing them.67 Also in 2016, he
said that China must “build a secure and controllable information technology system.”68
Other sources more sharply emphasize the imperative of domestic technologies. In a
2019 article in the journal Military-Civil Fusion in Cyberspace, Chen Zhaoxiong argued
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that China had to “build a secure and controllable information technology system,” and
do so through “indigenous innovation.”69 In a 2015 article, a researcher at the Shanghai
Academy of Social Sciences explained the security risks of reliance on foreign technologies
in IT: “We started late in information technology, relying on Western technologies for
core technologies like chips, operating systems.” This created a vulnerability: “Western
countries, led by the United States, take advantage of the technological industry to
develop and customize various cyber-attack weapons to achieve cyber surveillance,
cyber-attacks, and cyber deterrence.” He concludes: “If the core technology is not
independent and controllable, the network we build will be an ‘unprotected network.’”70

Militarized information technology networks
At a next level, analysis of academic and commercial sources indicates that foreign security
concerns over Chinese technologies and systems might not be misplaced — that Beijing
might see commercial and civilian IT networks as tools through which to project offensive
power.71 That power projection can take many forms. At the most traditional level, Chinese
discourse is rife with discussion of information networks, including telecommunications,
as military-civil fusion systems, as well as of 5G’s military applications.
Military-civil fusion refers to the integration of military and civilian resources, actors, and
positioning in pursuit of a unified goal.72 Xi elevated military-civil fusion to national-level
strategy in 2015.73 He has frequently underlined the key place of IT within that strategy:
At the National Cybersecurity and Informatization Work Conference in 2018, Xi said:
“Military-civil fusion in cybersecurity and informatization is the key field and frontier field
for military-civil fusion, and it is also the most dynamic field and the field with the most
potential for advancement in military-civil fusion.”74
Downstream Chinese discussions are even more explicit about the relationship between
information networks and military-civil fusion, suggesting that commercial networks can
serve military purposes. For example, Qin An argued in 2016 that “due to the highly
monopolistic nature of information technology systems, it is unlikely that there will be
two different systems for military and civilian use” and the two systems will in actuality
be one system. Moreover, given China’s “current technological foundation … it is an
arduous task for China to build a system” that can rival the world’s advanced standard.
Therefore, “it is particularly necessary [for China] to integrate military and civilian
resources through a military-civil fusion system.”75
In this same vein, Duan Weilun called in 2020 for China to “strengthen the basic common
technologies of the 5G network system for both military and civilian use, support the
in-depth development of military-civil fusion of 5G and its technological evolution, and
promote the large-scale application of 5G autonomous and controllable technologies in
military equipment.”76
An article in the journal National Defense by researchers from the Academy of Military
Science took the fusion idea one step further. The authors propose that “the military
application of 5G technology should follow the evolutionary laws of informatization,”
which include the “global penetration” of 5G technology and “comprehensive linkage”
between military and civilian capabilities. Accordingly, they argue that China’s
construction of 5G should build “a close connection between peacetime and wartime.”77
These framings suggest that Chinese approaches to 5G and other information networks,
as well as to the technologies and applications built on top of them, might incorporate
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military utility from the point of design. Additional sources offer insight into specific
military implications.
Information capabilities lie at the heart of China’s military modernization program.78
As Zheng Anqi of the China Academy of Information and Communications Technology
put it in 2020, “if modern military forces have strong information power, they have
strong military power.”79 According to Zheng, the military must “grasp the theme of the
era in the military field of information as the country implements the network power
strategy, absorb and learn from brand-new information technologies and concepts,
and leverage the development 5G technology to use the Internet of Things, big data,
and cloud computing.”80 Zheng concludes: “The foundation of an information force is
the network. Without the support of ubiquitous, broadband, and mobile networks, a
powerful information army is just empty talk.”81 Similarly, researchers at the Academy of
Military Sciences explained, also in 2020, that China “will give full play to the capabilities
of future communication technologies — including large connections, low latency, high
bandwidth, and wide coverage — to provide more powerful scientific and technological
support for our military’s intelligent combat system.”82
A 2019 article in China’s National Defense journal by military officers and permanent faculty
at the Academy of Military Sciences offers a powerful summary of 5G’s military applications.
They write that “5G technology has strong military application value. It is of great strategic
significance to seize the opportunity of military applications of 5G technology.”83 In sweeping
terms — touching on both China’s military-civil fusion strategy and informatization of the
military — they argue that “the fifth-generation mobile communication technology (5G
technology) is a new engine for the upgrading of the network-information military-civil fusion
industry, and a new support for a strong military through information.”84 And the authors
indicate that the military value of 5G is to be used for offensive ends, noting that China must
“carefully study and comprehensively demonstrate and formulate our army’s 5G technology
development strategy for defeating the enemy.”85
Those authors detail a series of use cases for 5G. First, battlefield interconnection
and command and control: They note that China’s military seeks “the comprehensive
integration of networked systems.” In practical terms, this goal is to “integrate joint
operations [across] three-dimensional information networks of land, sea, air, and
space,” with “every combat unit and even weapons platform, sensor, and other combat
equipment … connected safely, quickly, and seamlessly.” These goals are longstanding,
but the authors stress that 5G provides the necessary capabilities to operationalize this
vision of an interconnected battlefield: “5G technology provides technical conditions for
the interconnection of various weapons systems, information systems, and command
and control systems.” 86
Second, advanced military tools: The National Defense journal authors outline a wealth
of possibilities — ranging from “projected virtual holographic images,” military Internet
of Things, and military robots — that 5G might make feasible.87
Third and more broadly, battlefield communications: “Various mobile terminals can directly
use 5G communication networks for encrypted data communication, providing the military
with ‘wide coverage, high speed, and strongly compatible’” integrated communication on
the battlefield. These mobile terminals can be integrated with more traditional military
networks and equipment — including “military communication satellites, early warning
aircraft, and other resources” — such that “communication achieves almost unimpeded
effects, which can significantly reduce the cost of military operations.”88
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A 2019 article in the journal Business Observation by the general manager of China
Telecom’s cloud computing branch also argues that “from a military perspective … 5G’s
qualitative leap in transmission rate and stability allow it easily to meet the needs of
future battlefield communication tasks.”89 5G networks could even be used to support
a globally deployed PLA:
Once the 5G communication system is deployed globally, it will have the same
or even stronger service capabilities as military communication systems.
In addition to accessing military tactical communication networks, various
military mobile terminals can also directly use 5G communication networks for
encrypted data communication, providing the military with integrated air-ground
backup communication capabilities, which can greatly enhance the battlefield’s
informatization support capabilities.90
Experts at the Academy of Military Sciences added logistics as another military
application in a 2020 article: “5G technology is bringing about changes in models,
efficiency improvements, and economic benefits in the field of civilian logistics. It can
be foreseen that it will play a key supporting role in the construction of our military’s
intelligent logistics.”91
Sun Bolin of the Expert Advisory Working Committee of Chinese Society of Automation
summarizes the value of these military applications in a 2020 piece, describing a scenario
for 5G-enabled war that emphasizes the threat of a militarized telecommunications
network:
When the war has just begun, 5G technology could completely paralyze the
opponent’s command and control system and logistics support system. With the
battle not yet started, the outcome has already been known. 5G communication
technology will provide the military with an integrated air-ground information
communication network with wide-area coverage, high-speed transmission, and
strong compatibility, thereby greatly improving the battlefield’s information support
capability.92

Information networks and a new type of security threat
The nature of 5G-enabled power projection extends well beyond traditional security
domain. Chinese discussion of cyber and network security derives from a broad framing
of what precisely security entails and the vulnerabilities that IT creates. Economic, social,
and informational domains figure alongside the military domain in this conception
of network and cyber security. In those fields, information networks can be used to
influence, coercively or for destructive ends, as well as to conduct direct attack — as, for
example, through the proliferation of propaganda or by shaping capital markets.
Chen Baoguo of the State Council’s International Institute of Technology explained in a
2010 article that the increased exposure to outside players brought about by advances
in IT risked circumscribing a state’s sovereignty:
The new generation of information technology revolution has … increased mutual
penetration and interdependence among countries … It has become difficult for
countries to enjoy their sovereignty in internal affairs, diplomacy and military in the
traditional and absolute way. Therefore, in the era of informatization and economic
integration, the decision of any country can hardly be its own decision. In the era of the
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new generation of information technology revolution, the absolute sovereignty and
independence a country traditionally enjoyed is increasingly eroded and weakened,
internally and externally, by the new generation of information technology.93
In support of his point, Chen outlines the dependence of national and social systems on
information networks and, accordingly, the vulnerability those networks create:
A new generation of information technology revolution has made national security
issues no longer limited to traditional military and economic security. The entire
society is becoming more and more dependent on the internet. The development of
a new generation of information technology revolution has become the backbone
of the 21st century society and the internet has become the nerve center of a
country. The financial, commercial, transportation, communications, education,
and health care systems that operate through the internet have become the basis
for national economic and social development.94
In short, information networks expand the domain of contestation and
connection, thereby expanding vulnerability. A network attack can threaten the
“financial, commercial, transportation,
communications, education, and health
care systems that operate through it.”95

“

Information networks expand

Other sources move beyond framing the
the domain of contestation and
areas of vulnerability created by networks
connection, thereby expanding
to explore the types of threat posed within
vulnerability.
them. Notably, they point not simply to
direct confrontation, but also to influence
— to the risk that information systems might be used to shape national affairs in a
manner that impinges on national security and autonomy. Liu Honglin of the Shanghai
Municipal Party School of the Chinese Communist Party warned in 2011 of the “cultural
penetration, ideological infiltration, and political infiltration” that IT could permit:
In the information age, there are multiple cultures and many ideas. Western
countries use the advantages of information technology to carry out cultural
penetration, ideological infiltration, and political infiltration, in order to achieve
political objectives. This will undoubtedly affect the Party’s ideology and
ideological foundation. Moreover, the information network has broken the topdown, one-way communication of traditional media. If opened to an even greater
interactive information environment, how does our Party uphold and develop
Marxism, resist the influence of thoughts, and strengthen the appeal of the
Party’s ideology?96
Similarly, a National Social Science Fund Project published in 2020 describes the danger
of ideological subversion and “cultural erosion” that emerges from 5G and other new,
cross-border technological systems: “In the new era, with the innovation and application
of new technologies represented by AI and 5G … national cultural security is faced with
multiple challenges such as insufficient innovation in cultural theory, weakness of
mainstream ideology dissemination, and weak capacity to resolve the erosive impact of
Western culture.” In response, the report argued, “our country should, from the height of
the national security macro strategic plan … build a national cultural security guarantee
system of ‘internal and external linkage’ (内外联动), ‘both offensive and defensive’
(攻守兼备).”97 That idea of fusing offense and defense might indicate that Beijing intends
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not only to protect against outside influence exerted through information networks, but
also to use them to project its own.
In 2020, Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian suggested that for other countries
to use Huawei equipment would prevent U.S. espionage: “The reason why the United
States suppresses Huawei may be because it is worried that if other countries use
Huawei, the United States will no longer be able to go through the ‘back door’ and
engage in eavesdropping.”98 That line acknowledges the security leverage that can be
claimed through foreign information networks. It also begs the question of how that
security picture evolves when such leverage is claimed by a player that sees commercial
networks as battlefields for military and ideological confrontation.
A 2017 article by Long Zaiye, a researcher at the Cyberspace Military-Civil Fusion
Strategy Forum, offers a compelling portrait of China’s fused offense and defense in
network and cyber security:
On its journey from a major cyber power to a cyber great power, China has for
a long time been engaged in arduous struggles with various opposition forces.
We need to … coordinate network security issues and recognize that the internet
has brought enemies and the battlefield closer. With the current background of
the times, we have won the overall battle against contradictions and conflicts,
eliminated obstacles … and effectively responded to the public security issues
of the information society with the network inspection model. The specific
implementation focuses on three aspects: First, the global target survey. Dragnetstyle reconnaissance screening and cluster analysis are carried out on networked
targets on a global scale, and temporary safety areas and key inspection areas are
designated. The second is detailed investigation of hostile targets. For national
targets that have listed [China] as a major strategic opponent or have experienced
hostilities, we will conduct key inspections and conduct random inspections to
identify them. The third is the verification of combat objectives. Maintain regular
inspections of countries, companies, or personal goals that may pose a danger to
[China], and reserve the ability to fight for destruction at any time.99

STANDARD-SETTING: CHINA’S SEARCH FOR “DISCOURSE POWER”
“At present, the cybersecurity game of the great powers is not only a game of technology, but also a game of ideas and discourse power.”
—Xi Jinping, 2016100
Information technologies offer a subtler, more systemic form of power projection as well:
standard-setting. Chinese internally-directed discourse suggests competitive ambitions
to set international technical standards for the sake of increasing global power.
That framing is entirely absent from foreign-facing discussion. Beijing’s outward
messaging presents standard-setting as a mutually beneficial domain and calls for
cooperation and joint rule development within it. For example, in discussing the Global
Data Security Initiative in 2020, Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian claimed
that China sought to “provide a blueprint for formulating global standards,” leaning on
inclusive concepts of “mutual respect and shared governance,” efforts to “build mutual
trust and deepen cooperation,” support for “multilateralism,” and new ways to “work
together with others.” Zhao declared that “extensive consultation and joint contribution
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for shared benefits is the right way forward” if China is to build “a community with a
shared future in cyberspace.”101 Similarly, a 2016 article in People’s Daily argues that
“China and the United States need network cooperation rather than confrontation …
win-win cooperation and jointly to explore network codes of conduct.”102
China’s internally-facing discourse tells a different story. Standard-setting emerges as
the means to lead, or even dominate, future technology — and, in doing so, to lead, or
dominate, the emerging world order. Standards are consistently framed as zero-sum,
competitive, and instruments of national power. Decidedly different from the Foreign
Ministry’s public line, a 2015 article in the Zhejiang Daily by then-deputy director of the
Policy Research Office of the Zhejiang Provincial Party Committee provides a succinct
example of the competitive, strategic value China assigns standards:
Under the conditions of economic globalization and modern market economy
… Standards are the commanding heights, discourse power, and the power to
control. Therefore, “the one who obtains the standards gains the world” (“得标准
者得天下”), and “the first-rate enterprises sell standards. Second-rate companies
sell-brands, and third-rate companies sell products” (“一流企业卖标准、二流企
业卖品牌、三流企业卖产品”).103
The highest levels of the party — including Xi — have echoed this emphasis on standards.
They have also outlined a government role in leading the technical standard-setting
effort. In 2016, Xi declared that China would “actively implement a standardization
strategy,”104 an effort to strengthen and export Chinese technical standards.105 “We
must accelerate the promotion of China’s international discourse power and rule-making
power in cyberspace and make unremitting efforts towards the goal of building a cyber
great power,” he said then.106 In March 2018, Beijing launched the China Standards
2035 project, led by the Chinese Academy of Engineering.107 After a two-year research
phase, that project evolved into the National Standardization Development Strategy
Research in January 2020.108 The “Main Points of Standardization Work in 2020” issued
by China’s National Standardization Committee in March 2020 outlined intentions to
“strengthen the interaction between the standardization strategy and major national
strategies.”109
Nor does domestic Chinese discourse suggest that the standard-setting process is to
be a collaborative one. A director at the Chinese Academy of Sciences noted in 2016
that the various “principles” put forward by Xi for governing cyberspace “will also be
recognized by all countries in the world and will become the basic norms for internet
governance in all countries.”110
China’s standardization ambitions extend across fields. They apply to high-speed rail
as well as to telecommunications. Yet Beijing appears to place particular emphasis in
emerging domains — areas where global standards are still being set, and therefore
where China has the opportunity to leapfrog incumbents.111 For example, the Main
Points for National Standardization Work in 2020 outline efforts in emerging industries
(e.g., intelligent manufacturing, new energy and energy efficient transportation
systems, advanced materials); emergent priorities (e.g., COVID-19 prevention and
control technology); biotechnology (e.g., bio-based materials and advanced medical
equipment); service infrastructure (e.g., e-commerce, finance, social credit, and
logistics); and information technology (e.g., the Internet of Things, cloud computing, big
data, 5G, smart cities, geographic information).112
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As that taxonomy suggests, 5G and information technology more broadly play a central
role in China’s standard-setting agenda. The Chinese government supports and
organizes the promotion of telecommunications standards. Xi declared in 2016 that
China will “promote the reform of the global internet governance system,” both via
existing institutions like the United Nations and through new, Chinese-led mechanisms
like the Belt and Road Initiative and subordinate banners like the Digital Silk Road.113
Zhao Dachun, a representative to the National People’s Congress and deputy general
manager of China Mobile, made the state’s central role in organizing and promoting
telecommunications standards clear in 2018. “In terms of 5G standard determination,
spectrum allocation, license issuance, technical verification, and industrial promotion,”
he declared, “the government and relevant departments will carry out top-level design
and provide relevant policy support to accelerate the development of the 5G industry.”114
In another reflection of the state’s role in standard-setting and emphasis on 5G, Tong
Guohua, chairman and secretary of the Party Committee of China Information and
Communication Technology Group, promised in 2018 that “for the future industry
development direction, we follow the instructions of General Secretary Xi and the
strategic deployment of the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration
Commission of the State Council to form six industrial layouts, namely focusing on 5G
standards,” among others.115
In a 2020 article, Duan Weilun described the success of this approach:
After years of efforts of following [others] in 2G, catching up in 3G, synchronizing
[with others] on 4G, China has entered the first camp of 5G development in the
world and taken the lead in technological innovation. Chinese enterprises have
fully participated in the formulation of international 5G standards, strengthened
5G international cooperation, and worked with international enterprises to promote
the formation of a global unified 5G standard.116
Duan supports the claim with empirics: “As of April 2019, the number of SEP
(Standards-Essential Patents) applications for 5G communications systems by Chinese
companies ranked first in the world, accounting for 34%.”117 Key actors filing those
applications were Huawei, ZTE, and the Institute of Telecommunications Science and
Technology.118 Duan then proceeds to present lines of effort through which China
might further its standard success, calling on Chinese companies to engage the
International Standardization Organization, International Electrotechnical Commission,
and International Telecommunications Union, to “actively participate in the formulation
of 5G and other new-generation information technology network security international
standards … and further enhance China’s international voice and influence in the
formulation of international network space security standards.”119
Chinese discourse clearly describes global, competitive ambitions underlying this
state-led effort to shape telecommunications standards. A 2019 article by authors at
the Academy of Military Sciences120 in China’s National Defense journal offers a clear
summary of the stakes:
The core technology of 5G is almost completely new. Whoever masters the model,
architecture, and standards of 5G technology first has the right to speak in the
future mobile network and the first-mover advantage of the industry chain. They
can occupy a strategic leading position in future economic trade and military
competition.121
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Those lines suggest that only one player will be able to claim this “strategic leading
position.” The point is made more explicitly elsewhere. Shenzhen Commercial Daily
called 5G “winner-take all” (赢家通吃) in 2019.122 Miao Wei, head of the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology, himself has endorsed this argument. In a 2020
speech, Miao Wei said that “there were three global standards in the 3G era, two global
standards in the 4G era, and one unified global standard in the 5G era.”123
Why are these winner-take-all 5G standards so strategically important? In part, argues
Tong Guohua, because if China can set these standards it can better control its
technology and networks, thus supporting national autonomy. “Mastering the standards
by yourself, and building networks on your own,” he wrote in 2018, “will bring great
guarantees to information and even national security.”124
But 5G standards — and those of information technology more broadly — offer more
strategic, more potentially offensive, and more foundational rewards as well. Chinese
discourse suggests that information technology standards will define the architecture of
the emerging information technology world. Setting those standards therefore offers the
chance to write the rules of the future world and, in doing so, to leapfrog, or supplant,
the Western order. A 2020 piece in the Chinese Cadres Tribune puts this plainly:
In the internet era, whoever has discourse power and rule-making power has the
power to lead the future order … Before the internet era, European and American
countries played a leading role in forming the new world economic, political, and
legal order … However, in the era of the internet, and especially in the new era of
informatization pioneered by 5G, it is entirely possible for China to leap ahead and
make greater contributions. The historic opportunity brought by the internet will surely
become an important boost to enhance China’s international competitiveness.125
That description of an “era of informatization pioneered by 5G” is critical. It helps to
explain the outsize importance that China appears to assign 5G in its larger effort to
define the information era’s architecture. 5G is described a sort of standard of standards
— a system that will empower a cascading set of technologies, capabilities, and
standards, and therefore that will define the larger information technology ecosystem.
Zhao Dachun explained this in clinical terms in a 2018 interview:
The research and development of 5G is an important measure to implement the
network power and develop the digital economy. It can drive the development of
the Internet of Things, the industrial Internet of Things, etc., enabling the digital
transformation of the whole industry and providing strong support for building a
smart society.126
The same year, Tong Guohua127 offered slightly different language:
The great significance of 5G for the development of the country [China] is that it
will subvert the application of various industries, and then trigger the birth of new
standards and ecosystems in various industries. It can be said that competing for
the leading position of 5G technology is a top priority for the country’s economic
growth and competitiveness.128
Chen Baoguo added another layer to the picture in a prescient 2010 article, noting that
the ecosystem of standards and networks that 5G is to empower will span not only the
virtual information world but also the physical one:
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The Internet of Things technology makes it possible to control the real world through
the network … In the past, the idea has been to separate the physical infrastructure
from the information technology infrastructure: Airports, highways, buildings,
on the one hand, and on the other hand, data centers, personal computers,
broadband, etc. In the era of the Internet of Things, reinforced concrete, cables,
chips, and broadband will be integrated into a unified infrastructure. In this sense,
the network and reality have become an integral whole.129
By extension, the world that can be defined by setting 5G standards spans the real and
the virtual, granting power not only over the movement of information, but also over
physical space.
All of these points — the state’s role in setting 5G standards, their winner-take-all
nature; their role in propelling the larger ecosystems that will define the information
era, and the control that those ecosystems offer over the virtual and physical worlds
— combine in Chinese discourse to frame 5G standards as a competitive domain and
a strategically determinative one. “China continues to dominate the global standard of
mobile communications,” reads a 2017 interview with Tong Guohua, who continues:
“Overtaking in the 5G era provides a rare historical opportunity.”130
China also has the chance to break U.S. and Western holds over international standards,
and therefore to undermine U.S. and Western influence. Control over global standards
— and, especially, information technology standards — is consistently described as the
core of U.S. and Western global power. According to Yang Zhen, then-chairman of the
Council of Jiangsu Institute of Communications in 2010:
The standards and core technologies of the internet are set by the United States.
The internet is just a virtual world, and the Internet of Things is a huge system
that connects all things in the world … If the key technologies and main standards
of the Internet of Things are in the hands of Western developed countries, and
[China] has no independent intellectual property rights, then China will have no
chance of achieving its peaceful rise and national rejuvenation.131

CONCLUSION
A new digital architecture is taking form. This
architecture will shape communications
and resource flows, security and prosperity,
global norms, and information. It will inform
the international balance of power and the
ways in which power can be deployed within
that balance.

“

A new digital architecture is taking
form… Beijing is positioning itself to
play a core role in — even to guide —
the development of this architecture.

Beijing is positioning itself to play a core role in — even to guide — the development of
this architecture. The Chinese government does so while outwardly messaging a set of
assumptions and goals in contradiction to those communicated internally. That China
speaks with two voices is no novel conclusion. However, the core differences between
those voices in IT remain largely undocumented, despite China’s increasing influence
over international IT infrastructures, technologies, and norms.
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